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failure. After a statistically significant number of failures have been observed, the reliability can
be computed.

Advantagesanddisadvantagesofstatisticaltesting
Statistical testing allows one to concentrate on testing parts of the system that are most likely to
be used,,Therefore, it results in,asy-stem that fte users to be more reliable (than'actually it is!).
Reli*ility'estimation using Statiitical testing is morp accurate compared'to'''those of other
methods such as ROCOF. POFOD etc. But it is not easy to perform statistical testing properly.
There is no simple and repeatable way of defining operation profiles. Also it is very much
cumbersome to generate test cases for statistical testing because the number of test cases with
which the system is to be tested should be statistically significant.
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Evolution of Qualitv Management System
Quality systems have rapidly evolved over the last five decades. Prior to World War [I, the usual
method to produce quality products was to inspect the finished products to eliminate defective
products. Since that time. quality systems of organizations have undergone through four stages
of evolution as shown in the fig. 28.1. The initialproduct inspection method gave way to quality
control (QC). Quality control focuses not only on detecting the defective products and
eliminating them but also on determining the causes behind the defects. Thus, qualiry control
aims at correcting the causes of errors and not just rejecting the products. The next breakthrough
in quality systems was the development of quality assurance principles.
The basic premise of modern quality assurance is that if an organization's proceises are good
and are followed rigorously, then the products are bound to be of good quality. The modern
quality paradigm includes guidance for recognizing. definin g, analyzing, and improving the
production process. Total quality management (TQM) advocates that the p.o."r, foliowed by an
organization must be continuously improved through process measurements. TQM goes a step
further than quality assurance and aims at continuous process improvement. TQM goes beyond
documenting processes to optimizing them through redesign. A term related to TQM is Business
Process Reengineering (BPR). BPR aims at reengineering the way business is carried out in an
organization. From the above discussion it can.be stated that over the years the quality paradigm
has shifted from product assurance to process assurance (as shown in fig. 23.1).
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ISO 9000 certification
ISO (International Standards Organization) is a consortium of 63 countries established to
fonnulate and fbster standardization. ISO published its 9000 series of standards in 1987. ISO
certification serves as a reference for codtract between independent parties. The ISO 9000
standard specifies the guidelines for maintaining a quality system. We have already seen tltat the
quallty system of an organization applies torall activities related to its product or service. The
ISO standard mainly addresses operational aspects and organizational aspects such as
responsibilities, reporting, etc" In a nutshell, ISO 9000 specifies a set of guidelines for repeatable
and high quality product development. It is iniportant to realize that ISO 9000 standard is a set of
guidelines for thp production process and is not directly concerned about the product itself.
Types of ISO 9000 quality standards
ISO 9000 is a series ofthree standards: ISO 9001, ISO 9002, and ISO 9003. The ISO 9000 series
of standards is based on the prernise that if a proper process is followed for production, then
good quality products are bound to follow automatically. The types of industries to which the
aiff.r"rt ISO standards apply are as follorvs.
ISO 9001 applies to the.organidio4d'engaged in design, developmen! product!, , and pervici4g
of goods. This is the standard that is applicable to rllost software development organizations.
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ISO 9003 applies to organizations that are involved only in installation and testing of the
products.

Software products vs. other products
Tlrere are mainly two differences between software products and any other type of products.
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Confidence of customers in an'organization increases when organization qualifies for
ISO certification. This is eSpecially true in the international market. In fact, many
organizations arvarding international software development contracts insist that the
development organization have ISO 9000 certification. For this reason, it is vital for
soffrvare organizations involved in software export to obtain ISO 9000 certification.
ISO 9000 requires a well-documented software production process to be in place. A welldo,cll ented software production process conhibutes to repeatable and higher quality of
the developed software.

ISO 9000 makes the development process focused, efficient, and cost-effective.
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Summary of ISO 9001 certification
requirements of ISO 9001 as they relate of softwarl developrnent is as
follows. Section numbers in brackets comespond to those in the standard itself:

A summary of the main
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Quatify System (4.2)
A quality system must be maintained and documented.
Reviews (4.3)

the con
for

into a
that

Design Control (4.-1)
The design process'must be properly coptroiled, this includes controlling coding also.
This requirement means that a good configuration control system must be in place.

r

.
r
.
r

Design inputs must be verified as adequate'
Design must be verified.
Design output must be of required quality.

Design changes must be controlled.

Document Controt

.
r

(4.5)

,'

There must be proper procedures for document approval, issue and removal.

Document changes must be controlled. Thus, use of some configuration managelnent
tools is necessary.
4.6)
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Product Identification (4.8)
The-product must be identifiable at all stages of the process. In software terms this means
confi guration management.

.
o

The development must be properly managed.

Quality requirement must be identified in a quality plan.

Inspection and Testing (4.I0)
In software terms this requires effective testing i.e., unit testing, integration testing and system
testing. Test records must be maintained.
Inspectioil, Measurin$ lnd Test Equipment (4.11)'''
If integration. measuring, and test equipments are used, they must be properly maintained and
calibrated.

Inspection and Test Status (4.12)
The status of an item must be identified.
management and release control.

In

software terms this implies configuration

Control of Nonconforming Product (4.13)
In software terms, this fueans keepitg untested or faulty software out of the released product, or
other places whether it might cause damage.
Corrective Action (4.I4)
This requirement is both about corr€cting effors when found, and also investigating why the
errors occurred and improving the process to prevent occurrences. If an eror occurs despite the
quality system, the system needs improvement.

Handling, (4.15)
This clause deals with the storage. packing. and delivery of the software product.

Quality records (4.16)
Recording.the steps taken to control the quality of the process is essential in order to be able to
confirm that they have actually taken place.
Quality Audits (4.17)
Audits of the quality system must be carried out to ensure that it is effective.
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Training needs must be identified and met.

Salient features of ISO 9001 certification
The salient features of ISO 9001 are as follows:

.

AIl documents concerned with the development of a software product should be properly
managed, authorized, and controlled. This requires a configuration management system

to be in place.

.
o

Proper plans should be piepared and then progress :against these plans should be
monitored.
Important documents should be independently checked and reviewed for effectiveness
and correctness.

.
.

The product should be tested against specification.

Several organizational aspects should be addressed ..g., management reporting
quality team.

of the
l

Shortcomings of ISO 9000 certification
Even though ISO 9000 aims at setting up an effective quality system Lr an organization, it suffers
frorn several shorrcomings. Some of these shortcomings of the ISO 9000 certification process are
tlre following:
o ISO 9000 requires a software production process to be adhered to but does not guarantee
the process to be of high quality. It also does not give any guideline for defining an
appropriate process.

.

lSO 9000 certification process is not fool.proof and no international accreditation agency
exists. Therefore it is likely that variations in the norrns of awarding ceftificates can exist
among the different accreditation agencies and also among the registrars.
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Level 1: Initial - A software development organization at this'level is characterized by ad hoc
activities. Very few or no pro..rr., are defined and followed. Since software production
processes are not defiied, different engineers follow their own process and as a result
development effofts become chaotic. Therefore, it is also called chaotic level. The success of
projects depends on individual efforts and heroics. When engineers leave, the successors have
great difficulty in understanding the process followed and the work completed. Since formal
project management practices are not followed, ulder time pressure short cuts are tried out
leading to low quality.
Level 2: Repeatable - At this level, the basic project management practices such as tracking cost
and schedule are established. Size and cost estimation techniques like function point analysis,
COCOMO,''etc. are used., The necess.q,ry process discipline is in place to repeat'earlier success on
projects with similar applications. Please remember that opportunity to repeat a process exists
only rvhen a company produces a family of products.
Level 3:Jefined - At$is level the piocesses fur,both management and development activities
are defined and documented. There is a common organization-wide understanding of activities,
roles. and responsibilities. The processes though defined, the process and produci qualities are
not measured. ISO 9000 aims at achieving this level.
,&?7"(fr{rs"f & tr
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softw.,A1g metrics. Two fypes of metrics are
collected. Product metrics measure the chaiacteristics of the'product being developed, such as its
size, reliability, time complexity, understandability, etc. Process metrics reflect the effectiveness
of the process being used, such as average defect correctionlime, productiviry, average number
of defects found per hour inspection, average number of failures detecied during testing per
I-OC, etc. Quantitative quality goals are set for the produets. The software process and product
quality are measured and quantitative quality requirements.for the product are met. Various tools
like Pareto charts, fishbone diagrams, etc. are used to measure the product and process quality.

Level 4: Managed - At this,level, the fo.cus is on

The process metrics are used to check if a project performed satisfactorily. Thus, the results of
process measurements are used to evaluate project performance rather than improve the process,

Level 5: Optimizing - At this stage, process and product metrics are collected. Process and
product measurement data are analyzed for continuous process itnprovetnent. For example, if
from an analysis of the process measurement results, it was found that the code reviews were not
very effective and a large number of errors were detected only during the unit testing, then the
process may, be fine-tuned to make the review rnore effective. Also, the lessons learned'from
specific projects are incorporated in to the process. Continuous process improvement is achieved
both by carefully analyzing the quantitative feedback from the process measuretnents and also
from application of innovative ideas and technologies. Such an organization identifies the best
software engineering practices and innovations which may be tools, methods, or processes.
These best practices are t.ansferred throughout the organization.

Key process areas (KPA) of a software organization
Except for SEI CMM level l, each maturity level is characterized by several Key Process Areas
(KPAs) that includes the areas an organization should focus to improve its softwarl nroclss.to
the next level. Ttre focus of each level and the coresponding key process areas are shown in the
ftg.29.l.
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SEI Cl\{M f1ryid-s a
fist'$fky;@s Uh$igtfto fu to e an organr,,l4tion fiom one levei
of maturity to the next. Thus, it provides a way for gradual quality improvement over several
stages. Each stage has been .r..fulty designed such that on. .tug. enhances the capability
already built up. For example, it considers that trying to implement a defined process iSgi Cfrnf4
level 3) before a repeatable pro".r, (SEI CMM level 2) would be counierproductive as it
becomes difficult to follow the defined process due to schedule and budget pr.rru..r. ISO 9000

For quality appraisal of a software development organization, the charaiteristics of ISO 9000
certification and the SEI CMM differ in some respects. The differences are as follows:

o

ISO 9000 is awarded by un international standards body. Therefore, ISO

9000

certification can be quoted by an organization in official documents, communication ;ith
external parties, and the tendei quotations. However, SEI CMM assessment is purely for
internal use.

.

issues which are specific to software industry alone.
SEI CMM goes beyond quality assurance ,rd p..pa.es an organ ization to ultimately
achieve Total Quality Management (TQM). In fact, iSO qOOt aims at tevet of SEi

:

.

SEI CMM model provides a list of key process areas (KPAs) on which an organization at
any maturity level needs to concentrate to take it from one maturity level to the next.
Thus, it provides a way for achieving gradual quality improvement.
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Applicability of SEI CMM to organizations
Highly systematic and measured approach to software development suits large organizations
,dealing wi&nfgotiated sofuare;sa -eijliqhl s.o-fuare,,,, , Foi os rge org4nizations, SEI
CMM model is perfectly applicable. But small oiganizations typically handle applications such
as Internef e-commeice, and are wifhout an established pioduct range, revenue base, and
experience on past projects, etc. For iuch organizations, a CMM-based appiaisal is probably

For example, they need to practice effective project management, reviews, configuration
management, etc.

Personal Software Process
Personal Software Process (PSP) is a scaled down veision of the industrial software proCeis. PSP

sui
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lt,i$l ilpBprtant to note that SEI CMM does not .blliSo

to an@e, desig-n, code;,testf Or, documeht.iofhrqre pr,oducts, ,,but asq es that
engineers use effective personal practices. PSP recognizes that the process for individual use is
different from that Decessary for a team.
The qubli6y'aud produCtivi$ of,an

e@e*

is to a great extent depe.ndent on his piocesgl

PS.E,

js

developing personal skills and rnethods by estimating and ptanning, by showing how to track
p'drformanoe againit plans, and provides a de{ined
eS$,ri,hlch can be tuned byindividpqfsi f

p

Time measurement- PSP advocates that engineers should rack the way they spend time.
Because, boring activities seem longer than actual and interesting activities seem short.
Therefore, the actual time spent on a task should be measured with the help of a stop-clock to get
an objective picture of the time spent. Foi example, he may stop the clock when atiending a
telephone call, taking a coffee break etc. An engineer should measure the time he spends for

PSP Planning- tndividuals must plan their project. They must estimate the maximum, minimum,

and the average LOC required for the product. They shoutd use tlteir productivity in
minutes/LoC to calculate the maximum, minimum, and the average development time. They
must record the plan data in a project plan summary.

f e fSp+ Hche,maticallyi sh:own in fig; 29.2. Wtrite carrying out,the dif'ferqnt-?h g ,they st
re@ *, lUs d&nning tryeasurameni. D- g post-mortem,, they can ompar: the lffi ata
n

c

with their project plan to achieve better planning in ilie furure projects, to improve their process,
etc.
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29 .2: Schematic representation

of PSP

The PSP levels are summarized in fig.29.3.
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PSP2 introduces defect management via the use of checklists for code and design reviews. The
checklists are developed from gathering and analyzing defect data earlier projects.
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Many frameworks exist for implementing the Six Sigma methodology. Six Sigma Consultants
,all over tf,e *orU have also developid proprietary methodologies for impleminting Si* Sig*u
quality, based on the similar change management philosophies and applications of tools.
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Responsibilities of a software project manager
, Softwaie project.rnanagers take.the"overdll'iesp'onsib'ilily of steering, a project to success. It is
very difficult to objectively descriUe ttre 3oU responsi6ifitiei of a project manager. The job
iesponsibiliry,of a
u a i:i fai $'ftm-'iri:!iible a vitie$'fte buitding upleam'tuo1ale '=.',
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the developmenf starts to plan the activities to be undertaken during

development. The project monitoring and control aCtivities are undertaken once the development
activities start with the aim of ensuring that the development proceeds ur p.. plan and changing
the plan whenever required to cope up with the situation.

A iheoretical knowledge of different project

management techniques is certainly necessary to
become a successful project tnunug.r. However, effective software p.oj."t management
frequently calls for good qualitative judgment and decision taking capabilities. In addition to
having a good grasp of the latest software project management techniques such as cost
estimation, risk management. configuration manigement, project manrgta need good
communication skills and the ability get *oit done. However, some skills such as tracking and
conffolling the progress of the project, customer interaction, managerial presentations, and team
building are ! e1y'acquired', gh erience.
the lb,is, . e importaficb of sound
.No-ne
knowledge of the prevalent project management techniques cannot be overemptrasizeO.

Once a project is founJ to be feasible, software project managers undertake p.oiect planning.
Pioject ptaniliflg,-,.is unOeilak[n.anU dHpt.tqd er..n before
U*"toOment dctivity starts.
Pr,oject planning cot$istsOf the:,follJowing essential
a
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ifhe-effectivenesi of the itbfequent pJa#rng activities is based o, the accuracy of
these

.
o
.
.

Scheduling manpower and other resources.

Staff organization and staffing

tlu*.

Risk identification, analysis, and a6atement planning
Miscellaneous plans

ru"t

*

quality assurance plan, configuration ,runug.rr.nt plan, etc.

Different projeci related estimates done by a project manager have already been discussed. fig.
30.1 shows the order in which important project planning activities may be undertaken. Froln
fig. 30.1 it can be easily observed that size estimation is the flrst activity. It ii also the nrost
fundamental parameter based on which all other planning activities are carried out. Other
estimations such as estimation of effort, cosf, resource, and project duration are also very
important components of project planning.
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Software Project Management Plan (SPMP)
Once project planning is complete, project managers document their plans in a Software Project
Management PIan (SPMP) document. The SPMP document should discuss a list of different
items that ltave been discussed below. This list can be used as a possible organization of the
:

SPMP document.

Organization of the Software Project Management Plan (SPMP) Document

l.Introduction

..

(a) Objectives

(b) Major Functions
(c) Performance Issues
(d) Management and Technical Constraints
2. Project Estimates

(a) Historical Data Used

(b) Estimation Techniques Used
(c) Effort. Resource, Cost. and Project Duration Estimates
3. Schedule

(d) PERT

DEPT OI: {:SE & 1T
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4. Project Resources
(a) People

(b) Hardware and Software
(c) Special Resources
5. StaffOrganization
(a) Team Structure

(b) Management Reporting
*.,:,
6. Risk Management Plan

(a) Risk Analysis

(b) fusk Identification
(c) Risk Estimation
(d) Risk Abatement Procedures
7. Project

Tracking and Control Plan

8. Miscellaneous Plans

(a) Process Tailoring

(b) Quality Assurance Plan
(c) Configuration Management Plan
(d) Validation and Verification

(e) System Testing Plan
(0 DeliVery, Installation, and Maintenance Plan
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Accurate estimation of the probiem size is fundamental to saiisfactory estimation of effort, time
duration and cost of a ioftware project. In order to be tble to accurately estimate the projeci size,
some important metrics should Ue AenneA in terms of which the project size can be expressed.
The size of a problem is obviously not the numUei of byes that the sour.e code occupies. It is
neither the byte size of the executable code. The project size is u meaiuri of ihe problem
complexity in terms of the effort and timi required to develop the product.
.Currently

o fuetrjis aie p'opular$ b0ing,ised *Idelyito estimate',size: lines of co& (LOCI and
function point Gp). The usage of each of these metrics in project size estimation has iir o*n
trn

advantages and disadvantagei.

LOC is the simptest among all metrics available to estimate project size. This metric is very
popular because it is the simplest to use. Using this metric, the project size is estimated by
countingthe numberof iourdnstruotiofi in the
lopdd gram- Ob*iouslyl #ile @tine
*e =number of-source', inimlCtions. lit'ds =us$ for cop;6edtii.ag
d;theftadai ds

d

'

ft. de

estimaiion of the LOC count at the beginning of a project is very difficult. ln order to estimate
the LOC count at the beginning of a projecl project **ug".r usually divide the problem into
modiles, and eich module inio submodul"; an; so on, unti the'sir.ff tt . oim.irt'i"afpiei
modules can be approximately predicted. To be able to do this, past eiperience in developing

si*ii#pro&cts=is ilet6full,Brufin[ tn. estimatiorr
managers arrive at the total size estimation.

"r

trre

t
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Function point metric was proposed by Albrecht tli83]. This metric overcomes many of the
shortcomings of the LOC metric. Since its inception in late 1970s, function point metric has been
slowly gain]ng popularity. One of the important advantages of using the function point menic is
thti it c.aq.b sed't6:easily diti*dt4e-size oi'alsoffiiare proanci alre* fro#the pioUr.*
specification. This ii in contrast to the LOC metric, whire the size can be
bnly Eft f ffa. pf6dUct h-s fuliSr, bedld#lopea. the conceptua.l ,id<:a behind tle$e.tion'point
metric is that the size of a software product is direCfly dependent on the number of different
functions or features it supports. A software product supporring many features would certainly be
of larger size than a pioduct with less number of features. Each function when invoked reads

flsrrCIPi'*u&1r

,
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some input data and transforms it to the correspondilrg output data. For example, the issue book

.input and'displgys its.locatiol d thernumber of'' cop.ies av.ailablb.-ftuS,.a c mputation of'the
nirmber of input and,the output datd vr$es to,a system gives lomer,indicalien of,1he n'u$ber of
functions rhat a

so ware performs, .the $ize ii

also.:dependent on the number

of files and

the

number of interfaces.
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ap of inpnt data to output data

Besides using the number of input and output data values, function point metric computes the
size of a software product (in units of functions points or FPs) using three other characteristics of
the product ai ihown in the following eipiession. The size of a produCt in function points (FP)
U. exiressed as the *.ightra sum of these five proUt.rn characteristics. the weights

"un

associated with the five characteristics were proposed empirically and validared by the
observations over many projects. Function point is computed in t*o steps. The first step is to

@*5
@*10

UFP = fNumuer of-rgE!$*c +
GlumUer of nfes)*lO +

+

*

@*4
.

;

Number of inputs: Each data item input by the user is Counted. Data inputs should be
distinguisheJ

fro,

user inquiries. Inquiries are user commands such as print-account-balance.
TEPT OI; {'SE & IT
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-fi

fitints"iEt$finiffi ai*ri].1tffi

'

i;{'fi11 etffi ffi fi6ffi

r,euserare

not considered in the calculation of ihe number of inputs, but a group of related inputs are
considered as a iingle input. For example, while entering the data concerning an employee to an
employee pay roll software; the data items name, age, sex, address, phone number, etc. are
together considered as a single input. AII these data items can be consideied to be related, since
'

they pertain to a single

:'

"*pl-oy...'

Number of outputs: The outputs considered refer to reports printed, sireen outputs, error
etc' wrrile outputtingl5ffiff:;Jy"::,*",T*'J*:ll"a items within
'n""ug"'produced'
a repoft are not consideied, but a set

of relz---

Number of inquiries: Number of inquiries is the numbei of distinct interactive queiies which
b. made by the users. These inquiries u.. *. user commands which require specific action
"un
by the system.

'Numbef 6i'fi10S: E@to$cel file"isaounted

l,

logical file m.e $ groups'dld$ieary related

Number of-interfaces':. Here the'=irrterfaces considered are 1ft inierfaces'fuied tb exchange
information.witl gthel .yr**r. Examples of such interfaces are data files on tap"r, aistis,

u@iisteil=fiidcti&$bint' ii

c lei

ptigd;ifidrtectrnicat
#etor(TCF) is
cofupute.4+ext ,fe'f'reffis theffP,imeiiure'U;r--=ionsffirirrg,foufieen ott er fuctors suctr ai hi$r
transaction rates, throughput, and respons" U*L r.qui.em"its, etc. Each of these l4 factors is
assigned from 0 (not present or no influenc"; to 6 (strong influence). The resulting numbers are

@ce'the

summed, yielding the total degree of inJ'luence (DI). Now, TCF is computed as qOiS+O.O I *DI).
As DI can vary from 0 to 70, TCF can vary from 0.65 to 1,35. Finally, Fp:UFp*TCF.

Shortcomings of function point (FP) metric
LOC as a m"a=ri" of problem size has several shortcOmings:

' tO:

style

-

,

gir-:t^: numerical value of problem size that can vary widely with individual coding
- different progiammers lay out their code in different ways. For example, one

mlghi spii!a sinere instmciion acrots rOuliat,tire!.'of botrr., trrir pi;rrr.A can'6e easill,
How'ever, a more intricate problem arises bicause the length of a program depends on the
choide of instruciions used in writing the program. Therefore, even for the same probl"*,

' ''..,

"; ;; ;il ;;",*;r*;

;r*; ;;;;r;,;. ;;;

different prosramme" ; Ek
':' sifuation'does not improve
ev"n if lioguage iokens are counted initeao ar'tir r Jr"oa".
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A good problem size measure shoutd consider the overall complexity of the problem and
to speci$,
*rJeffort needed to solve it. fnat is, it should consider the loc;l
"ffort,reeOeO

We have atready seen that coding is only a small part of the overall software
development activities. li is also wrong to argue thai the overall product development
is befausl
io tfiaffirt iffiiedgdfuG ir." program coae
iF"nort
.rr',i1
even though the design might be very .ornpl.*, the code might be straightforward and

#'ffirti

g

sly imprdpertddicator of the probteqr size,
quality
and efficiency of the code. Larger code
LOC measure correlates poorly with the
size does not necessarily imply better quality or higher efficiency. Some programmers
' .produdb lenglhy and complicated code as they do not mak effective use of,the av{.|1!le
instruction set. In fact, it is very likely that a poor and sloppily written piece of code
might have Iarger number of source instiuctions than a piece that is neat and efficient.
. LOC rnetric penalizes use of higher-level prograrnming_languages, code reuse, "t.._Ttl"
paradox is that if a programmer consciously usei several library roulines, then the LOC
count will be lower. This would show up as smaller program size. Thus, if managers use
the LOC count as a measure of the effort put in the different engineers (that is,
productiviry), they would be discouraging code reuse by engineers'
. LOC mehic measures the lexical complexity of a program and does not address the more
important but subtte issues of logical or structural complexities. Between two programs
with equal LOC count, a program having cornplex logic would require much more effort
to develop rhan a program with very simple logic. To realize why this is so, consider the
efflort required to develop a program having-multiplelested loop and decision constructs
with another program having only sequential control flow.
o It is very difficulr to accurately estimate LOC in the final product from the problem
specification. The LOC count can be accurately computed only after the code has been
fuliy developed. Therefore, the LOC metric is tittle use to the project managers during
,project.planning,
''
since pro,iict ptqqqing is carried ou1. even..bef,ore any', detbfonmelt
actitfu ha; startedi This possibly ii e biggest shortcoming of the LOC mehic from the
vice yer$a,

trn sueh casei, code size is a

.

Feature Point Metric

A maior shortcomine of the function point measure is that it does not take into account the
ulgorith.i. co*pl"*Ity of a software. That is, the function point metric implicitly assumes that
the effort riquired to design and develop any two funCiionalities of the system is the same. But,
we know that this is normally not true, the effort required to develop any two funCiionalities may
tt" number of functions that the system supports into consideration
vary widely. tt only tut

",
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withoutdistingqishing$e"difficul# Ievet,,of$elopifiglhe vaiious functionalities. To or/ercome
this problem, an extension of the function point metric called feature point metric is proposed.
Feature point metric incorporates an extra p*u*.t"r algorithm complexity. This parameter
ensures the.computedfize using the Gature point metri. refleets*e gtt m t thi'more is the
complexity of a function, the greater is the effort required to develop it and iherefore its size
should be larger compared to simpler functions.
Project Eitimation Techniques
Estimation of various project parameters is a basic project planning activity. The important
project parameters that ire estimated include:l project size, effort required to develop the
sofuarepiojeA du nuind coSi. ffiE d a Utit'anryEelp in quoting the project costtor
the customer, brlt ar; also useful in resource pturning and schedulirU ffr.,. are three broad
categories of estimation techniques:

. Empirical estimation technioues
. Heuristic iechniques
. Analyical estimation techniques
Empirical Estimation Tech:riquUs ,
l
:
Empirical estimation techniques are based on making an educated guess of the project
parameters. Wrile using this technique, prior experience with development of similar
products^ is helpful. Although empirical estimation techniques are based on common
sense, different activities involved in estimation have been formalized over the years.
Trvo popular empiiical estimation techniques are: Expert jiagnent techitique and

pp*irap;at

ii,one oi,r," most wideg'rsedii-il$fiou i;;mi[";;:d**::lpf.ou"r,,
an elp.ert,makes.ar,educated guess bf'the problem size after tma$zing-$e problem
thoroughly. Usually, the expert estimates the cost of the different components (i.e.
modules or subsystems) of the system and then combines them to u.rire ut the overall
estimate. However, ttris tecnniqu. i, ,ub.j..t to human errors and indiviAuat bias. Also, it
is possible that the expeft may overloot ,orr" factors inadvertentl;. F;;h".,;;;
making an estimate muy not have experien"" und knowledge of all aspec* of u pro1""t.
For example, he may be conversant with the database and user interface parts but may not
be very knowledgeable about the computer communication part.

'A more refined form of

expert judgment,is the estimation made by group of experts.
Estimation by a group of experts minimizes factors such as individual oversight, Iack of
familiarity with a particulai aspect of a project, personal bias, and tne Aelire to
conffact through overly optimistic estimates. However, the estimate made by a group of

*i,
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expefts may still exhibit bias on issues where the entire group of experts may be biased
due to reasoRs suctr as Boliticalsdnsidqrationi.,*fsoa.the decision made by thJ group may
be dominated by overly assertive members.

Delphi Cost Estimation
Delphi cost estimation approach iries to overcome some of the shortcomings of the expert
.jdgrnenlgroaoh, Dg$i estimation is carried out by a team comp.risinq.,o.f a glg.q of
In
anpioacb" the coordinator plovides-eaCh-.e$iulatofrrili
e*n *snil^
1coolffnatoi.
,
of thi- sofure regprr€lpents ,,.qpecification (SRS) docuH[nt'fu,4.$'ford"'fol
co3t bstimate, Estimators Co.mpl.e-$ theg,individual qstffies4ony.' oii.sfy
'.,reco1ding'his
and submit to the coordinator. In their estimates, the estimators mention any unusual

{ii

^'.fi,

'chdtoiisticd,f,he

plgduct which has influeriite0-hi!;;sstilqatioHr he.-c-ddrdinatoi
prepares and distributes the summary of the responses of atl the esti-aiors, and includes
the
any unusual rationale noted by any of the estimalors. Baied on this

11mrnaV,
iterated for several rounds. However, no
discussioh among the estimatoili!'dto*ed ddiing'the,"diire estimationprocess,. The ide-a
be[ino ttril'is that i.1 y dissuision-is ai eO amorrg ae dstimalors,'then,mani
estimators may easily get influenced by the rationale of an estimator who may be tnore
experienced or senior. After the completion of several iterations of estimations,-the
c iu take-.,s the,,respoffiililt of, compilin$ the results and pre_paring ihe frnal
estimators re-estimate. This process

is
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HEIIRISTIC TE CIINI QUE

S

::.
Heuristic techniques assume that the relationships among the different project parameters can be
modeled using suitable mathematical expressions. Once the basic (independent) parameters are
known, the other (dependent) parameters can be easilydetermined by substituting the value of
the'basic paiimeters in the mathematical expression. Different heuristic estimation models can
be divided into the following two classes: single variable model and the multi variable model.
Single variable estimation models provide a means to estimate the desired characteristics of a
problem, using some previously estimatedr:basic (independent) characteristic of the software
product suclt as its size. A single variable estimation model takes the following form:
Estimated Parameter: c ,r€
I

d
1

In the above ression;'e is the characteriitic of the software whioh,has already been estimated
(independent variable). Estimated Parameter is the dCpendent parameter to be estimated. The
dependent parameter to be estimated could be effort, project duration, staff size, etc. c1 and d, are
constants. The values of the constants c, and d, are usually determined using data collected from
past projects (historical data). The basic COCOMO model is an example of single variable cost
estimation model.

A multivariable cost estimation m'odel takes.the followi'ng form:
dd

Estimated Resource =

c *e * c *e +...
1 II
2 2:2

several

influence the
1S

can

multiv

to be

Analytical Estimation Techniques
Analytical estimation techniques derive the required'results starting with basic assumptions
regarding the project. Thus, unlike empirical and heuristic techniques. analyical techniques do
have scientific hasis" Halstead's software ssience is an example of an analyticat technique.
Halstead's software science can be used to derive some interesting results starting with a few

-
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simple assumptions. Halstead's software science is especially useful for estimating software
maintenance efforts. In:fact, it outperformb:both empitical and'heuristic techniques when used
for predicting software maintenance efforts.
echnique
Halstead's software science is an
cost of software products.

n2 be the number o

2

f

tsed

i*

num

Length and Vocabulary
The length of a program as defined by Halstead, quantifies total usage of all operators and
operands in the program. Thus, length N : N, *Nr.Halstead's definition of the length of the
program as the total nunber of operators and operands roughly agrees with the intuitive ttoLatiott
of the program length as the total number of tokens used in tlte progran.
The program vocabulary is the number of unique operators and operands ttsed in the program.
Thus, program vocabulary'q= I, * rlr.

Program Volume
The length of a progam (i.e. the total number of operators and operands used in the code)
depends on the choice of the operators and operands used. In other words, for the samepiograrnming problem, the lenglh would depend on the programming style. This type of
d"p"nd"n.y would produce different measures of length for essentially the sarne problem when
rdifferent programming languages are used. Thup,,, while expressing, program size, the
programming language used must be taken into consideration:
V = Nlogrrl
Here the progratn volume V is the rninimum nurnber of bits needed to encode the program. In
fact, to represent 11 different identifiers uniquely, at least 1og,1 bits (where q is the program

vocabulary)

will

be qeeded. In this scheme, Nlogrrl.bits

N. Therefore, the volume V

will

be needed to store a program

represents the size of the program
compensating for the effect of the programming language used.

length
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Potential Minimum Volume
The potential minimum volume V* is defined as the volume of most succinct p.ogruro in which a
problem can be .od.d. The minimum volume is obtained when the program can be expressed
using a single sotrrce code'instruction, say-..a function call like foo( ) ;. In other wordq the volume
is bound from below due to the fact that a program would have at least two operators and no less
than the requisite number of operands.

i@ alsorithrn orerates on iilpur'and ou-b-ut a''.$,,,.0ri ,.. d,,, the most succinct program
would be7(d,, dr, ... dn); for which ir:2,I, = n. Therefore, V* : (2 + r1r;toqti + ,tri.
Thus,

fhe program level L is given by

L:

V*ntr The

concept of program level

L is introduced in an

attempt to measure the level of abstraction provided by the programming language. Using this
defurition, languages can be ranked into levels that also appear intuitively correct.
The above result implies that the higher the level of a language, the less effort it takes to develop
a program using that language. This iesult agrees with the intuitive notion that it takes more

effort to develop u Uigeru, in assembly language than to develop u progrr* in a high-level
language to solve a problim.

Effort and Time
The effoft required to develop a program can be obtained by dividing the program volume with
the level of the programming language used to develop the code. Thus, effort E=Y/l-,where E
is the number of mental discriminations required to implement the program and also the effort
required to read and underitand the program. Thus, the programming effort E = V2N* (since L =
V*/V) varies as the square of the volume. Experience shoivs that E is well correlated to the effort
needed for maintenance of an existing program.

T:

tt.

The programmei's time
E/S, where S the speed of mental discriminatio*.
value of S
nas u-en'lemiuidsiifteveropea tomp*y,.."noroel*Lr.asoning, *a:it. r##;riEa,rutu. in

t8.

Even though the length oi a p.og.am can be found by calculatirg th" total number of operators
and operands in a program, Halstead suggests a way to determine the length of a program using
the number of unique operaio.s and operands used in the program. Using this method, the
program parameters suclt as length, volume, cost, effort, etc. can be determined even before the
start of any programming activity. His method is sunimarized below.

flcPr,,$,j:{}g&
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Halstead,assumed,that'it is quite'unlikeli,that a program has several identical parti - in foimal
language terminology identical substrings
of tength greater than 11 (q being the program
vocabularyi. [n fact, once a piece of code occurs identically at several places, it is made into a
procedure or a function. Thus, it can be assumed that any program of tength N consists of N/ q

-

thique strin[i=-f.lengthi.]orv,, itftandarc combinitorial result
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sizeK,thereareexactIyKdifferenistringsofIengIlli.
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ga-tlered from the analy*1is of lalger number of ppograms,Suggesp that tt\e
computed and actual lengths match very cbselyi Ho*ever; the re'''p dli be in[cc'uate rvhen
small programs when considered individually

ln conclusion, Halstead's theory tries to provide a formal definition and quantification of such
qualitative attributes u, progru* complexiry,.^" of understanding, and the level of abstraction
j*"0 On s[rr*tOw*r*i;;;eters sucr, as thc nur,rl", oiop* 3; o$"ra1oii appg,[ri g. i
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Example:
Let us consider the following C program:
main( )
{t

int a, b, c, avg;

scanf(t'7od o d "Adur&a, &b, &c);
avg= (a+b+c)/3;
Printf("avg = 7od", avg);
)

Estimated Length

:

(12*logl2 + 11*log11)
= (12*3.58 + lt*3.4S)
.= (43+38) =
::::

81.

Volume

:

:

Length*log(23)

- 81*4.52

:

= 366
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LECTURE NOTE 33

COCOMO MODEL
Organic, Semidetached and Embedded software projects
Boehm postulated that any software developrnent project can be classified ilto one of the
following three categories based on the development cornplexity: organic-, semidetached, and
embedded. In order to classifo a product into the identified categories, Boehm nbt only
considered the characteristics of the prodq..ct buJ also.'those- of the development team and
development environment. Roughly speaking, these three product classes correspond to
application, utiliify and system programs, respectively. Normally, data processing programs are
considered to be application programs. Compilers, linkers, etc., are utility programs. Operating
systems and real-time system programs, etc. are system progralls. System prograrns interact
directly wjth the hardware and typically involve_meeting timing constraints and concurrelt
processmg.

Boehm's [19S1] definition
below.

of organic,

semidetached, and embedded systems are elaboiated

Organic: A development project can be considered of organic type; if the project deals with
developing a well understood application program, the size of the development team is
reasonably srnall, and the team members are experienced in developing similar types of projects.
Semidetached: A development' project can be considered of semidetached type, if the
development consists of a mixture of experienced and ittexperiettced staff. Team metnbers may
have lirnited experience on related ,yit.*, but may be unfamiliar with sorne aspects of the
system being developed.

Emhedded; A development project is qonsidered to be of.embedded type, if thq softwate being
developed is strongly coupled to complex hardware, or if the stringent regulations on the
operational procedures exist.

COCOMO
COCOMO (Constructive Cost Estimation Model) was protosed by Boehm [1981]. Accordlne to
Boehm, ioftware coit estimation should bb done through three .stage3: Basic COCOMO,
Intermediate COCOMO, and Complete

COCOMO.
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Basic,COCOMO Model
The basic COCOMO model gives an approximate estimate of the project parameters. The basic
COCOMO estimation model is given by the followingo expressions:
_ r _________
Effort=aI x(KLOC)'PM
'
'2
b

Tdev=b x(Effort)
-- -, 2-Months

:,,

Where

'

KLOC is the estimated size of the software product expressed in Kilo Lines of

Code.
oa

;

'

r"

drt b,, b, are constants for each category of software products.

Tdet

is the ostimated tifue to,develop the

sa

, e*pressed in morths,

Effort is the total effort required to develop the software product, expressed in
person months (PMs).

The effort estimation is expressed in units of person'months (PM). It is the area under the
person-month plot (as shorvn in fig. 33.1). It should be carefully noted that an effort of 100 PM
does not imply that 100 persons should work for 1'month nor does it imply that'l person should
be employed for 100 months, but it denotes the area under the person-month curve (as shown in
fig.33.1).
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Fig. 33.1: Person-month curve
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Estimation of development time
For the three classes of software products, the forrnulas for estirnating the developrner)t time
based on the effort are given below:
0.38

].

*ofjlt
Semi-detached : Tdev =2,S(Effort) Months-

Organic: Tdev

*2.S(Effort)

:

.:

::

l

0.32

Embedded : Tdev

=2.S(Elfort) Months

Some insight into the basic COCOMO model can be obtained by plotting the estimated
characteristics for different software sizes. Fig. 33.2,shows a.plot of estimated effort versus
product size. From fig. 33.2, we car observe that the effort is somewhat super linear in the
11e
of the software product. Thus, the effort required to develop a producf increases very rapidly
with project size.
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Fig. 33.2: Effort versus product size
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.Fig. 33.3: Development time versus size
From the effort estirnation, the project cost can be obtained by multiplying the required effort by
ithe manpower cost per month. But, implicit in this project cost computation is the assumption

olthe maniollr cost alone- aflaitiol t3
lcount
ln
and software required for the projeCt
project
would
incur
costs
due
to
hardware
manpower cost, a
and the iompury overheads fof administration, off*" spice, etc.
th4 the'entiie project cost is-lncurred on

,It is important to note'that the effort and the duration estimations obtained using the COCOMO
model are balled as nominal effort estimate and nominal duration estimate. The term nominal
implies that iianyone tries to complete the project in a time shorter than the ebtimated duration,
then the cost will increase drastiCally. But, if anyone completes the project over a longer period
of time than the estimated, then there is almost no decrease in the estimated cost valqe.
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Example:
Assume that the size of an org organic type software product has been estimated to be 32,000
lines of source code. Assume that the average salary of.sofuare engineers be Rs. I 5,000/- per

montlt. Determine the effort required to develop the software product and the nominal
development time.

From the basic

COCOM

Effort :2,,4 x

(32)

timation formula fur organic software:
:
:91

PM

Nominal development time

*

2.5 x

(91)

' * 14 months

Cost required to develop the product = 14 x 15,000
Rs. 210,000/-

:
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LECTURE NOTE 34

INTERMEDIATE COCOMO MODEL
bas lc.

COCOMO model

and development tune are functions

of tlie

the

rLii

of
considered

the execution speed

Personnell The attributes of development personnel that are considered include the experience
levelofpersonnel,programmingcapability,analysiscapability,etc.

Development Environmentl Delelopment environment attributes capture ttre dwllolment
facilities available to the developers. An important parameter that is considered is the
sophistication of the automation (CASE) tools used for software development.

model

.

.

Complete COCOMO
:
A rnajor shortcoming of botli the basic and intermediate COCOMO models is that they considbr
a software product as a single homogeneous entity. However, most large systems are. made_up
several smaller sub'systems. These sub-systems may have widely different characteristics. For
example, som-e..sub-systems may be considered as orgalic rype, some semidetached, and some
embedded. Not only that the inherent development complexity of the subsystems may be
different, but also lor some subsystems the reliability requirernents may be high, for some the

lt'

developmenl team might have no previots experience of similar development, and so on. The
complete COCOMO model considers tlrese differences in characteristics of the subsystems and
estimates the effort and development time as the sum of the estimates for the individual

of each subsystem
margin of error in the final estimate.

subsystems.. The cost

is estimated separately. This approach reduces the

The following development project can be considered as an example application of the complete

COCOMO model. A distributed Management Information System (MIS) product for an
organization having offices at several ptaces across the country can have the following sub. Database part
. Graphical User Interface (GUI) part
. Communication part

Of these, the communication part can be considered as embedded software. The database part
could be semi-detached software, and tlre GUI part organic software. The costs for these three
components can be estimated separately, and summed up to give the overall cost of the system.
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LECTURE NOTE 35

STAFFING LEVEL ESTIMATION
it is necessary to detennine
problem
of what should be a
project.
Putnarn
first
studied
the
for
the
the staffing requirernent
proper staffing pattern for software projects. He extended the work of Norden who had earlier
investigated the staffing pattern of research and development (R&D) Epe of projects. In order to
appreciate the staffing pattern of software projects, Norden's aud Putnam's results tnust be
Once the effort required to develop a software has been determined,

understood.

Norden's Work
Norden studied the staffing patterns of several R & D projects. He foLurd that the staffing pattern
can be approximated by the Rayleigh distribution curve (as shown in fig. 35.1). Norden
represented tlie Rayleigh curve by the following equation:
't'2I 2t'
Where E is the effort required at time t. E is an indication of the number of engineers (or the
staffing level) at any particular time during the duration of the project, K is the area under ttre
curve. and is the time at which the curve attains its ma"ximum value. It must be remembered

td

that the results of Norden are applicable to general R & D projects and were not neant to rnodel
the staffing patlern of software development projects.
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Putnam studied the problem of staffing of software prolects and found that the software
development has characteristici ,"ry ii.ilu. to other R & D projects rtuAi"a Uy No.a., urA'if,ut
ihe Rayleigh-Norden curve can be uieA to relate the number of delivered lines oi code to ihe
effort and the time required to develop the project. By analyzing a large number of army

Thevarioustermsofthiseipressionareasfollows:
. K is the total effort expend"d ii; PI\O in the product development and L is ttre proOuct
size in KLOa.
. t.d corresponds
to the time of iystem and integration testing. Therefore, t,
-d can
----- be
-'

.

approximately considered as the time required to develop the software.
C* is the itate of technology constant and ieflects constraints that impede the progress

the programmer. Typicai values of Cn

: 2 for poor development

sflPrCIr:c$s &,.11:
' : I{ISUI:3r.rrl*,, '

of

environment (no

development environment (software engineering principles are adhered to), C,

excellent environment

(in

-to

foffJ*ing ,ot**" .r*"...**

addition

: t I for an
principles,

automated tools and techniques are used). The exact value of C. for a specific project can
k

be computed from the

historiiil

data of the organization developing it.

Only a small nurnber of engineers are needed at the beginning of a project to carry out planning
and specification tasks. As the project progresses and more detailed work is required, ihe number
of engineers reaches a peak. After implementation and unit testing, the nrun6er of project staff

' w

$

onl

iltffid,, ff nuild:np, ill6 iiot Ue
a
lffiinstallments. rne team iiie shouid
either be increased or decreased slowly whenever required to match the Rayleigh-Norden curve.
developmentcorrelateswithscheduleslippage.

It should

be clear that a constant levei of manpower throughout the project duration would lead

If a constant
number of engineers are used over all the phases of a project, some phases would be overstaffed
and the other phases would be understaffed causing inefficient use of *unpo*"r, lead.ing to
to wastage of effort and increase the time and effort required to develop the product.

K(l

size in KLOC, t, corresponds to the time of system and integration testing and C, is the state

tec,hnb|og$U$nbtant.andiefldts.coilsfdintstha1limfddel{he$rqgressdftheprd$ammei
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(as project development effort is equally proportional to project development cost)

From the above expression, it can be Easily o'bserved that when the schedule of a pioject is
compressed, the required development effort as well as project development cost increases in
proportion to the fourth power of the{egree of compression.l means,that a relatively small
cotnpression in delivery schedule can result in substantial penalty of human effort as well as
development cost. For example, if the estimated development time is I year, then in order to
develop tlre product in 6 months, the total effort required to develop the product (and hence the
project cost) increases I6 times.
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LECTURE NOTE 36

PROJECT SCHEDULING
Project-task scheduling is an important project planning activiry. It involves deciding which
tasks would be taken up when. In order to schedule the project activities, a software project
manager needs to do the following:
l. Identifu all the tasks needed to complete the project.
2. Break down large tasks into small activities.
3. Determine the dependency among different activities.
4. Establish the most likely estimates for the time durations necessary to complete the

:

activities.

"''

,

5. Allocate resources to activities.

6. Plan the starting and ending dates for various activities.
7. Determine the critical path. A critical path is the chain of activities that dett )rmines the

The first step in scheduling a software project involves identifuing all the tasks Irecessary to
th1 development
complete the project. A good knowledge of the intricacies of the projec]
1d
process helps the managers to effectively identiff the irnportant tasks of the project. Next, the
large tasks are broken down into a logical set of small activities which would be pssigned to
different engineers. The work breakdown structure formalism helps the manager to breakdown
the tasks systematically after the project lnanager has broken down the tasks and created the
work breakdown structure, he has to find the dependency among the activities. Dependency
among the different activities determines the order in which the different activities would be
carried out. If an activity A requires the re.s,ults of another, activity B, then activity A rnust be
scheduled after activity B. In general, the task dependencies define a partial ordering among
tasks, i.e. each tasks may precede a subset of other tasks, but some tasks might not have any
pr"C.Oince ordering defined:letween them'(called Cdflcurrent task). llhe dependency among the
activities is represented in the form of an activify network.
Once the aCtivity network representation has been worked out, resources are allocated to each
activiry. Resource allocation is typically done using a Gantt chart. After resource allocation is

doilb, a PERT chart represeiltation is developed. The PERT chart representation is sriitable for
program monitoring and control. For task scheduling, tlie project manager needs to decompose
the:projeot asks into a set of activities. The time frame when:each a€tivity is [o be pe,&rqledis
to be determined. The end of each activity is called milestone. The project manager tracks the
progress of a project by monitoring the timely cornpletion of the milestones. lf he observes that
the milestondl stan geffing delayedl then he has to carefully control the activities, so that the
overall deadline can still be met.
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Critical Path Method (CPM)
From the activiry network representatioh following analysis oan be made. The mfurimum time
(MT) to complete the project is the maximum of all paths from staft to finish, The earliest start
(ES) time of a task is the maximum of all paths from the sta( to the task. The latest start tirne is
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Specification

0

15

0

t5

0

Design database

15

60

15

60

0

Design G{JI part

15

45

90

t20

7S

Code database

60

165

60

165

0

Code GUI part

45

90

t20

165

75

Integrate and test

16s

28s

16s

285

0

Write user manual

15

75

225

285

210

Task

The critical paths are all the paths whose duration equals MT. The critical path in fig. 36.2 is
shown with a blue arrow.
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PERT (Project Evaluation and Review Technique) charts consist.of a nefwor.k of.llft.urd
arrows. The boxes r"pr"r"nt activities and the arrowi represent task dependencies' PERT chart
represents the Statistical variations in the project estimates assuming a normal distribution- Thus,
in a PERT chart instead of making a single estimate for each task, pessimistic, likely, qnd
optimisfic estimates are made. The boxes _of PERit .lt: are usually annotated with the
task. Since all possible completion times
pessimistic, likely, and optimistic estimaier for
"v"$
between the minimum and maximum duration for every task has to be considered, there are not
one but rnany critical paths, depending on the permutations of the estimates for each task' This
makes critical path analysis in PERT charts'very complex. A critical path in a PERT chart is
is
shown by using thicker arrows. The PERT chart represetrtation of the MIS problem of fig. 36.2
shown in fig..36.4. PERT charts are a more sophisticated form of activity chart' In activity
diagrams o,-,ly the estfunated task duratious are represented. Silrce, the actLral duratiotts might
vary frorn the estimated durations, the utility of the activitli diagrarns are limited'
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Crntt .f',u.t t"pr"t"rtrtion of a project schedule is helpful in planning the utilization of resources,
while PERT chart is usefirl for monitoring the timely progress of activities. Also, it is easier to
identifl, parallel activities in a project uiing a PERT chart. Project managers need to identify the
parallel activities in a project for assignmint to aiffeient engineers.
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Usually every software development organization ha:rdles several projects at any time. Software
olganizations assigrt differeni tearns of gngineers to,handle different sofuare'p1-ojects, Each typ.e
of organization structure has its own advantages and disadvantages so the issue "how is the
ole,structurbd,??'musl be taken into*onside.raiion so thatreach=soft$rare
o.rganization
project can be finished before its deadline.

as'a

Functional format vs. project format
There are essentially two&ad #ay in w.hich + soffiffi developmert organizationry be
structured: functional format and project format. In the project format, the project devetopment
are-diii"qe,d.!,,ased,on the'frqctronal,grb.llto:: i E
rrryut,
Pr",tt9yt g,
:9 dev.e$ient,_ffi
projectl
ftosl the requiled functional gfotus
Uorrow.engine=eia
the,aifferent
tney'bE
!o'i
d ietunr-them$the,frnctio11aJ;g pgp npodfe
cifie ph#es td be underlaken inffie p.rf

cornpletion of the phase.

w

a)

Project Ojganization
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Production of good quality documents
. Job specialization
t Efficient handling of the problems associated with manpower turnover.

'

The functional organization allows the engineers to become specialists in particular roles, e.g.
requirements analysis, design, coding, testing, maintenance, etc. They perform these roles again
and again for different projects and develop'deep insights to their work. It also results in mors
attention being paid to proper documentation at the end of a phase because of the greater need
for clear com:nunication as berween teams doing different phases. The functional organization
also provides an efficient solution to the staffing problem. We have already seen that the staffing
pattern should approximately follow the Rayleigh distribution for efficient utilization of the
personnel by minimizing their rvait times. The project staffurg problem is eased sigrificantly
because personnel can be brought onto a project as needed, and returtred to the functional group
when they are no more needed. This possib$ is the most irnportant advantage of the functional
organization. A project organization structure forces the rnanager to take in alntost a constant
number of engineers for the entire duration of his project. This results in engineers idling in the
in the laterphase of
initial phase of the software development aud are under lrentendo.us
lre:sur:
1t e O"V.tbpriient. A fuither advantage of the functional orgauization is ihai it is more effective in
handling the problem of manpower turnover. This is because engineers can be brolght in fi-1m
the functional pool when needed. Also, this organization mandateS production of good quality
documents, so new engineers can quickly get used to the work already done.

Unsuitabitity of functional format in small organizations
In spite of several aduantagei of thi functionil organization, it is not very poyular ur ttre
1!tw!1e
industry. The apparent paradox is not diffrcult to expiain. The project format provides job
rotation to the team members. That i;, each team member takes on th.e role of the desi81t1L.
coder, tester, etc during the course of the projeci. On the other hand, colsiderilB the present skill
shortage, it would be very difficult for th-e functional organizations to fill in slots f1r 1me lole1
such is tnaintenance, testing, arrd coding groups. Also, another problem with the functl-onaf
projqcts requiring knowledge of specialized
.organization, iq that if an orgzurization Jrarid1g,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,s
domain areas, then these dom4in experts cannot be brought in and out of the project for the
different phases, unless the company handles a large number of such projecl. Also, for obvious
reasons the functional format is not suitable for small organizations handling just one or two
.,:

projects.

Structurcs

:

Team
Team struciure addresses the issue of organization of the individual project tea$s. There are
some possible ways in which the individual project teams can be organized. There aie mainly
three formal team structures: chief programmer, democratic. and the mixed team orgutizatious
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complexities and sizes often require different team structures for chief solution.
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The chief programmer team is probably the most efficient way of completing simple and small
projects sincethe chief programmer can work out a satisfactory design and ask the programmers
to code diff,erent modules of his design
solution. Fo.
,Jppo." ,n orgun;rlution has
-nnS
"*a*pl",
successfully completed many simpt.
projects. Th"n, fo. u
frAlil."i.",,
programmer team structure can be adopted. The chief proglammer team structure works "ni.i
well
wJren the task is within the intellectual grasp of a single individual. However, even for simple
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Fig.37 .3: Democratic team sffuctue
The democratic organization leads to highe.r morale and job satisfaction. Co$sequently, it suffers
from less man-power turnover. Also, demobratic team structure is appropriate for less under'itood
problems, since a goup of engineers catr invent better solutions than a single individual as iu a

chief programmer team. A democratic team structure is suifable for projects requiring less than
five or six engineers and for research-oriented_projects. For large sized projects, a pure
team organization encouiages
democralic $rganization tends to becomb chaotic. The
{emocratic
egolesS programming as progfammers can share and review ons another's work.

Mixed Control Team Organization
The mixed team organization, as the name implies, draws upon the ideas from both the
democratic.--organization and the chief-programmer ,organization. Th1, mlxed control leaT
'team organization incorporates both
organization is showp pictorially in fig. 37.4. This
DEPTAF aISU&.U',
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hierarchical reporting and democratic set up. In fig. 37. ,the Jemocratic connections are shown
as dashed lines and the reporting sffucture is shovvn using_ solid arrows. The mixed control team
organization iS,sui@ for large team sizes, The democratic arranggmeut,ai p,he senibr elBineCrs

level is used to decompose the problem into small parts. Each democratic setup at the
programmer level attempts soiuiion to a single part. Thus, this team organization is eminently
suited to handle large and complex programs. Tt is iea* structure is extremely popular and is
being used in many

ioft**"

development companies.
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Egoless Programming Technique

ft

h@an p@olo=ry+akts an indrui$11a-l takE.pride in everything he creates using
Ordinarily,
ori$inal ftinkiu$. Sofuare develo$ffent i€qtires odgiiUlrthinkingrtoof alt dt$h of,a
type. The human psychology makes one emotionally involved with his creation and hinders him
,fiomobjectite ex'dminatitu ofnii'creations, Jn$ like &rnpdiamentsl.arfistS, p,rograftmers find it
extremely difficult to locate bugs in their own programs or flaws in their own design. Therefore,
the best way to find problems in a deiign oi Code ii.to have someone review it. Often, having to
p*on'enough ode3tivity to find out what might
explain one's plggraft to- So one eiSe
hav'6 go.ne='ffi, rnis.=dbs ion,ii thl,,basii idea UehrnO code walk throughs, An dpplicatibn
en-ourage'h democratic'r"g11b think that the design, code, and other delivefables to
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Characteristics of a good software Cngineer
The attributes that goid software *rginJ;, Jould possess are as follows:
r Exp.esure to systematic techniques, i.r. A-ifi*ity with ,otr*, .ngirro.;lprinciples.
' . Good technical knowledge of the project areas (Domain knowredge).

"o Qoodpiogrdmmingibiiities.
. High motivation.
. ;;il;;;;*.
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of tundamentats of computer science

experiment conducted by Sackman I19681

iho*r

that the ratio of coding houi for the worst to the

tdmurrl

bostprogramm.r, i, zilr,, ana tile*io
:t. Also, the:abitiry-of,a software
engineer to arrive at the design of the software from a problem description varies greatly with
respect to the parameters of quality and time.

"idiiil

Technical knowledge in the area of the project (domain knowledge) is an important factor
product that he develops. A progrr'"-er having a thorough knowledge of database application
(e.g. MIS) may rurn out to be a poor data communication engineer. Lack of tamitiarity wir-U ttre
application areas can iesult in low productivify and poor quality of the product.
Since software development is a group activity, it is vital for a software engineer to possess three
main kinds of communication skills: Oral, Written, and Interpersonal. A software engineer not
only needs to effectively communicate with his teammates (e.g. reviews, walk throughs. and
other team communications) but may also have to communicate with the customer to gather
product requirements. Poor interpersonal skilts hamper these ritai actiuiiies and often show up as
poor quality of the product and low productiviry. Software engineeis are also required at times to
make presentations to the managers anA to thi customers. This requires a different kind of
communication skill (oral communicaiion ski[). A software engineer is also expected to
document his work (design, code, tes! etc.) as well as *riie tt" ur.rc' *unual, training manual,
installation manual, maintenanCe manual, etc. This requiies good written communication skill.
Motivation level of software engineers is another crucial factor contributing to hii work quality
*d ,64;"tiviry. Even though no systematic sfudies have been repofted in this regard, it is
$enera$y agreed- .eve.n bri$hlienglqdeis rnay turn out to be poor pei$nneid ;ry$en.lhey-have
Iack motivation. An average engineer who can work with a single mind track can outperform
other engineers, higher incentives and better working conditions have only limited effect on their
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LECTURE NOTE 38

RISK MANAGEMENT
A

software project can be affected by a large variety of risks. In order to be able to
systematically identi$ the important risks which might affect a software project, it is necessary
to cateBorize risks into different classes. The project manager can then examine which risks from
each class are relevant to the project.
There are three main categories of risks which can affect a software project:

1. Project risks
Project risks concern varies forms of budgetary, schedule, personnel, resource, and
customer-related problems. An imponant project risk is schedule slippage. Since,
software is intangible, it is very difficult to monitor and control a software project. It is
very difficult to control something which carlnot be seen. For any rnanufacturing project,
such as rnanufacturing of cars, the project malager can see the product taking shape. He
can for instance, see that the engine is fitted, after that the doors are fitted, the car is
getting painted, etc. Thus he can easily assess the progress of the work and control it. The
invisibility of the product being develop.a ir an important reason why rnany software
projects suffer from the risk ofschedule slippage.

2.

Technical risks
Technical risks concem potential design, irnplernentation, interfacing, testing, attd
maintenance problems. Technical risks also include ambiguous specification, futcomplete
specification, changing specification, technical uncertainty, and technical bbsolescence.
Most technical risks occur due to the development team's insufficient knowledge about
the project.

3.

Business risks
This type of risks include risks of building ar excellent product tltat no orle warlts, losing
:
budgetary or personnel commitments,

etc. :r

..

Risk Assessment
The ohjective of risk assessment is to rank the risks in terms of their damage causing potential.
For risk assessment, ftst each risk should,be rated in two waysi
. The likelihood of a risk coming true (denoted as r)'
: The consequence of the problems associated with thal risk (denoted as s).
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There are three main strategies to plan for risk containment:

to chan ge the
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Transfer the. risk- This strategy involves getting the risky component developed by a third
parly, buying insurance cover,

etc.
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of software, Thereforp,o these can be dealt with by increasing the visibility of the software
product. Visibility of a software product can be increased by producing relevart documenls
during the development proce-ss wherever meaningful and getting these documents reviewed by,
an appropriate team. Milestones should be.placed at re.gular intervals throrgh r:ft*T.
engineering proc,ess to provide a manager with regular indication of progress. Completion of a
phase of the developrnent process before followed need not be the only milestones. Every phase
can be broken down to reasonable-sized tasks and milestones can be scheduled for these tasks
too. A milestone is reached, once documeutation produced as part of a software engineering task
is produced and gets successfully reviewed. Milestones need not be placed for every activity. An
approximate rule of thumb is to set a milestone every 10 to 15 days.

i

Software Confi guration Management
The results (also called as the deliverables) of a large software development effort typically
consist of a large number of objects, e.g. source code, design document, SRS document, test
document, user's manual, etc. These objects are usually referred to and modified by a nurnber of
software engineers tfuough olt the life oy,,ple of the software. The state of all these objlcts at an51
point of time is called the configuration of the software product. The state of each deliverable
objectchanges # developmentprogresses andalso as hugs are detecfed d fixed.
.

Release vs. Version vs. Revision

A new version of a software is

created when there

is a significant change in functionaliry,

teclinology, or the hardware it runs on, etc. On the other hand a new reVision of a software refers
to minor bug fix in that software. A new release is created if there is only a bug fix, minor
enhancements to the functionality, usability, etc.

For example, one version of a mathematical computation package might run on Unix-based
machines, another on Microsoft Windows and so on. As a software is released and used by the
customer, errors are discovered that need correction; Enhancements to the functionalities of the
software may also be needed. A new release of softwarg is an improved system intended to
replace an.old one. Often systems are described as version m, release n; or simple m.n. Fontrally,
a history r.elation is version of can be defined between objects. This relation can be split into two
sub relations is revision of and is variant of.

Necessity of software confi guration mana gement
There are several reasons for putting an object under configuratiort management. But, possibly
the most important reason for configuration rnanagement is to control the access to the different
deliverable objects. Unless strict discipline is enforced regarding updation and storage of
different objects, several problems appear. The following are some of the important problems
that appear if configuration managemettt is not used.
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Inconsistency problem when the objects are replicated. A scenario can be considered
where every soffware engineer has a personal copy of an object (e.g. source code). As
each en$neer makes changei ffhis Iocal copy, t'," is expected to intimite them to other
engineers, so that the changes in interfaces are uniformly changed across all modules.
However, many times an engineer makes ctanges to the interfaces in his local copies and
forgets to intimate otlrer teammates about ihe changes. This makes the different copies of

lhe object inconsistent. Finally, when the product is integrated.

it

does not work.

Therefore, rvhen several team members work on developing an object, it is necessary for
them to work on a single copy ofthe object, otherwise inconsistency may arise.

o

Problems associated with concurrent access. Suppose there is a single copy of a
problem module, and several engineers are working on it. Two engineers may
simultaneously carry out changes to different portions of the same module, and while
saving overwrite each other. Though tlre problem associated with concurrent access to
program code has been explained, similar problems occur for any other deliverable
object.

'

System accounting and maintaining status information. System accounting keeps
track of rvho made a particular change and when the change was made.

o

Handling variants. Existence of variants of a software product causes some peculiar
problems. Suppose somebody ltas several variants of the same module. and finds u Uug in
one of them. Then. it has to be fixed in allversions and revisions. To do it efficiently, he
should not ltave to fix it in eaclt and every version and revision of the softwr..."p*u,.ly.
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Normally, a project manager performs the configuration management activity by using an
automated configuration management tool. A configuration managernent tool provides
automated support for overcoming all the problems mentioned above. In addition, a
configuration management tool helps to keep track of various deliverable objects, so tltat tlte
project manager can quickly and unambiguously determine the current state of the project. The
configuration managefiIent tool enables the engineers to change the various components in a
controlled manner.

the system should be kept

identification

Confi guration Identifi cation
1[e project manager normally classifies the objects assbciated with a software development
effort into tfuee main categories: controlled, pre controlled, and uncontrolled. Controlled objects
are those r.vhich are already put under configuration control. One must follow some formal
procedures to change them. Pre controlled objects are not yet under configuration control;'but
will eventually be under configrration control. Uncontrolled objects are not and will not be

subjected to configuration control. Controllable objects include both controlled and pre
controlled objects. Typical controllable objects include:
i

;

pesi#

documerts

t

Problem reports
The configuration management plan is wriften during the project planning phase and it lists.all
conkolled objects..The managers who develop the plan must strike a balance between controlling
too much, and controlling too little. If too much is controlled, overheads due to configuration
management increase to unreasonab-ly high levels. On the other hand, controlling too little might
lead to confusion wtren something

changesi .,

,::

.,,

Configuration Control
Configuration.contlol is the process of managing changes to controlled objects. Configuration
control is the part of a configuration management system that rnost directly affects tlie day-today operationi'ofdevelopers. The configuration control system prevents unauthorized changes to
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can be shown how the changes to iny object that is unOei'configuration contrbl can be
achieved. The engineer needing to change a modlle first obtains a private copy of the module
through a reserve operation. Then, he carries out all necessary changes on this private copy.
However, restoring the changed module to the system c'bnfiguration requires the permission of a
change control board (CCB). The CCB is usualty constituted from among the development team
members. For every change that needs to be carried ou! the CCB reviews the changes made to
the controlledobject and'certifies several things about the change:
l. Change is well-motivated.
2. Developer has consid.e.:d.
documented the effects of the change,
Td
3. Changes interact well with the changes made by other developers.
4. Appropriate people (CCB) have validated the change, e.g. someone has tested the changed
code, and has verified that the change is consistent with the requirement.
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Confi guration Management Tools

SCCS and RCS are fwo popular configuration managernent tools available on most
{UIX
systems. SCCS or RCS can be use{, for controlling and managing different versions of text files,
SCCS and RCS do not handle binary files (i.e. executable files, documents, files containing
diagrams, etc.) SCCS and RCS provide an efficient way of storing versions that nrinimizes the
antount of occupied disk space. Suppose, a module MOD is present in three versions MODl.1,
MODI.2, and MODI.3. Then, SCCS and RCS stores the original module MODl.1 together with
changes needed to transform MODl.l into MODI.2 and MODI.2 to MODl.3. The changes
needed to transform each base lined file to the next version are stored and are called deltas. The
main reason behind storing the deltas rather than storing the-. full version files is to save disk
space. The change control facilities provided by SCCS and RCS include the ability to
il-orpolate *trictions on the set of individudls w[o can credte new versions, and facilities fti
checking components in and out (i.e. reserve and restore operations). Individual developers
check out components and modiff them. After tirey have made all necessary changes to a tnodule
and after the,changes have been reviewed, they check in the changed module into SCCS or RCS.
Revisions are denoted by numbers in ascending order, e.g., 1.1, I .2, 1 .3 etc. It is also possible to
create variants or revisions of a co#ponent by creating a fork in the development history.
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of automated support for software engineeiing. In a more restrictive r.nr", a CASE tool means
any tool u="d to automate some activity associated with ,oft*ur. development. Many CASE
tools are available. Some of these CASE tools assist in phase
related tasks such as specification,
,

structured analysis, design, coding, testing, etc.; and others to non-phase activities such as project
management and configuraiion management.
Reasons for using CASE tools

The primary reasons for using a CASE tool are:

. To increase productivity
nTo help pdnce beuer quatity

io

dre'at

fuei

cost

CASE environment
Although individual CASE tools are usefui, the true power of a tool set can be realized only
when these sei of tools are integrated into a co**on framework or environment. CASE tools are
characterized by the stage or stages of softwaie development life cycle on which they focus.
Since different tools covering different stages rt ui. ro**on informaiion, it is required that they
integrate through some ientral repository to have a consisteni view of information associated
containing the definition of all composite and elementary
data items. Through ihe central repository all the CA-SE tools in a CASE .ruironrrr.nt share
common information *ong themselves. Thus a CASE environment facilities the automation of
tue
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Fig.'3g"i I I A QASE Environment

A CASE environment facilitates the automation of the step-by-step methodologies for software
development. ln contrast to a CASE environment, a pJogramming environmeni is an integrated
collection of tools to support only the coding phase of software development.
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Several benefits accrue from the use of a C4FE enrritonmentlor even isolated CASE tools. Some

of those benefits

i

are:

:

. A key 6enent arising out of the use of a CASE environment

is cost saving thiough all
deveiopmerrt phases. Different studiei carry out to measure the impaci of CASE put the

ii$

.

Use of CASE tools leads to considerable improvements to quality. This is mainly due to

the facts that one can effortlessly iterate through the different phases of software

d.r.iop*"ot

and the chances of,human error are coniiderably reduced.
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CASE tools help'produce high quality #d consistent documents. Since the important
data relating to a software product are maintained in a central repository, redundancy in
the stored data is reduced and therefore chances of inconsistent documentation is reduced

. fft?lt":ilI;
.
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out most of the drudgery in a software engineer's work. For example,
they need not check meticulously the balancing of the DFDs but can do it effortlessly
through the press of a button.
CASE tools have led to revolutionary cost saving in software maintenance efforts. This
arises not only due to the tremendous vahe, of a CASF. environment in traceability and
consistency checks, but also due to the systematic information capture during the various
phases oIsoftware development as a result of adhering to a CASE environment.
Introduction of a CASE environment has an impact on the style of working of a
company, and makes it oriented towards the structured and orderly approach.

Requirements of a prototvping CASE tool
Prototyping is useiul to understand the

requi

ents

of

bomplex soft*are products, to

demonstrate a concept,''to market new ideas, and so on. The important features of a prototyping

CASE tool are as follou,s:
. Define user interaction
. Define the system control

flpW ,
_. ,,,,..
. Store and retrieVe data requiied by the syitim'' ,
. Incorporate some processing logic

e entrres in the

dictionary, help in

consl

editor

user

define

external
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the data dictionary and

.

The run time system of prototype should support mbck runs of the actual system and
management of the input and output data.

Sevenil,,diagrammingtechniques aie used forrstructured analysis and struCfured design.'The
following supports might be available frorn CASE tools.

. A CASE tool should support one or more of the structured analysis and design
techniques.

.
r

It should supporl effortlessly drarving atialysis and design diagrams.
It should support drawing for fairty conrplex diagrams, preferably througtr a hierarchy of
levels.

.
e

The CASE tool should provide easy navigation through the different levels and through
the desigr and analysis
The tool must support completeness and consistency checking across the design and
analysis and through all levels of analysis hierarchy. Wheuever it is possible, the system
should disallow any inconsistent operation, but it may be very difficult to irnplement suclt
a fearure. Whenever there arises heavy computational load while consistency checking, it
should be possible to temporarily disable consistency checking.

Code generation and CASE tools
As far as code generatioit is concerned, the geneiil expectati0ntf a CASE tool is quite low. e
reasonable requirement is traceability from sourle file to design data. More pragnatic supports
expected from a CASE tool during code generation phase are the following;

o

.
.
o

The CASE iool should support generation of rnodule skeletons or- templates in one or
more popular languages. It should be possible to include copyright message, brief
description of the *odul", author name and the date of creation in some selectable
format.
shoul generate recqrds, structuies, olass definition automatically from the
;The tool
of
the data dictionary in one or more popular languages.
contents

It should generate database tables for relational database lnaltagelnent systeu)s.
The lool should generate code for user interface from prototype defrnition for X wfurdow
and MS window based applicatious.

Test case generation CASE tool
The CASE tool for test case generation should have the following features:
. It should support both design and requirement testing.
. It should generate test set reports in ASCII format which can be directty irnported into the
test plan document.
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Hard*are and environmentat requirements
In most cases, it ij the existing hardwaie that would place consffaints upon the CASE tool
selection. Thus, instead of defiiing hardware requirements for a CASE tool, the turt uifr*J
becomes to fit in an optimal configuration of CASE tool in the existing hardware capabilities.
Therefore, it c;n be emphasized on selecting the most optimal CASE iool configuration for a
given hardware confi guration.

netwo is une'inM;;cU:,$ftaisfiUutEt'inViionuenttana s cdntt chosen for
illustration as it is more popular due to its machine independent features. The CASE tool
implementation in heterogeneous net*ork makes use of
paradigm. The multiple

The helerogeneous

"li"nt-r.*.r
clients who run diflerent modulei access data diciionary through
this server. The data dictionary
server may support one,ot more projectS, Ihough it is possible to run malylervels for diffeient
projects but distributed implementation of data dictionary is not common.

The tool set is integrated through the data dictionary which supports multiple projects, multiple
users working simultaneously and allows sharing information between users and projects. The
data dictionary provides consistent view of all project entities, e.g. a data record definition and its

entity-relation.t ip diagram be consistent. The."lr.. should de'iict tfre fer-p.rj""l;g;"ri ;i";
of the data dictionary. This means that it should allow back up/restore, copy,'"t*ning;art of the
data dictionary, etc.

The tool rshould

satisfacto-rily foi laximum =po$sibJe number of users workiag
simultaneously. The tool should .rpion *rrri*trJ"*i;g;;;;;"rr"n, to.-rt."-;r.rr.
imp6rtant tos@ tn=a'uturs=toie
orr" aiu$u- ,t a
navigation
and switching from one fart io the other.

*ork

@r;

#.iitur;-r$ut-i
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Documentation Support
Tho deliverab=le docurrrents should be'org t*'gtdi.Afy and-shouta Ue abie io incorpo.ute
text and diagrams from the central repository. This helps in producing
The CASE t0ol oU intg,. o,w.ith.'i,6ns or more of the io e tty: [bte desktop.
publishing paCkages. It should be possible to export text, graphics, tables, data dictionary reports
to the DTP package in standard forms such as PostScript.

o

The CASE tbdt muia support coriecfing;;io.iilg, fia=a &iUgt*Amation
softws{e
pro.leitrs:prsgreis, such as tie estimated t;k durati-on, ..f,"aot.A and acfual task star; completion
date, dates and:resultS of the re*iews; etc. '
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The CASE tool should allow exchange of information for reusability of design. The information
preferably in ASCII format and support
',vhich is to be exported by the CASE tool should be

pp* *chite@; Sfluri ly,--1 the-i

tionryi,shoirld pffiide a prig,,sraqminer'intffe,to
'of,gustom utilities,-building nerv techniques, or
.,,aeC ss inforhatiorr, It ,is iequ.ire6f ,r, in:teg i

Reverse Engineering

The CASE tool should support generation of structure charls and data dictionaries from the
m thEsouureryde:ffthg t!.ol i1
.exiiting souice ibdos.'Itlho-pld topulate dalt
;used ioi ie*brrgineeriag infog1,,,,,4idniffims, it ihould contain couversjon tool from indry
sequential fttre strucfure, hi.eiarchl4al and netwoik database]'o relational database systems,

di#io$

Data Dictionary Interface
th. data dictionary inte#e s,b ld provide view and'upHate accesi to th.e enf.ltie's and.ielation3
:it. h should have print facility to obtain hard copy of the vlewed screens;'trf sh[ufd
dibr"O in
impact analysis, etc Ideally, it should Support a

ilffiffi#iJ1:I*ffix]eferencing,
Second-generation CASE tool
An irnportant feature of the ,e"ond-gen"ration CASB tool is the direct suppott of any adapted
*;r,JoI";. ffri, *oufa necessitateihe function of a CASE administrato, orgurrizutioi ll".T
tailor the CASE tool to a particular methodology. In addition, tlte secottd-generation CASE tools
have following features:

r

Intelligent diagramming support- The fact that diagrarnming techniques are useful for
;";,g" ir *ell established. The"futur" C-Rsr, tools would provide
system *"ly;i;;;
help to aesthetically and automatically lay out the diagrams.

r

Integration with implementation environment- The CASE tools should provide

o

integration between design and implementation.
Data dictionary standards- The user should be allowed to integrate many development
tools into ore environment. It is highly unlikely that any one vendor will be able to

delivqr a total solution. Moreover, a preferred tool would require tuning up for a
particular system. Thus the use-r would act as a system integrator. This is possibly only if

.

somo

ii€d to define ne# rypes bf objedts d
curiomization rop66*, Ctii'us"l
"ta-6e=tit
connections. This faciliry may be used to build some special methodologies. Ideally it
should be possible to speciff the rules of a methodology to a rule engine for carrying out
the necessary consisteocy checks.
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Fig. 39.2:,Architecture of a Modern CASE Environment
User Interface
The user interface provides a consistent framework for accessing the different tools thus making
it easier for the users to interact with the different tools and reducing the overhead of learning
how the different tools are used.

Object Management System (OMS) and Repository
Different case tools represent the software product as a set of entities such as specification,
design, text data, project plan, etc. The object management system maps these logical entities
such into the underlying storage management iystem (repository). The commercial relational
database management systems are geared towards supporting large volumes of information
structured as, simple relatively ihort records. There are a fewtypes of entities but large number of
instances. By contrast, CASE tools create a large nlmber of entity and relation types with
.oEPr 0r c-\6 & 11
F55'UI Barlrr

perhaps a few instances of each. Thus the object management system takes care of appropriately

mapping into the underlying storage management system.
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SOFTWARE REUSE
reuse
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mathematical libraries have a small inteffice. For example, cosine requires only one parameter.
Also, ttre data formats of the parameters are standardized.
Basic issues in any reuse program
The following are some of the basic issues that must be clearly understood for starting any reuse
program.

. Component creation
. Component indexing and storing
. Co,nponent search
. Conrponent understanding
. Colnponent adaptation
. Repository maintenance
Component creation- For component creation, the reusable components have to be first
identified. Selection of the right kind of components having potential for reuse is important.
Domain analysis is a promising technique w-hich can be{sed to create reusable components.

Component indexing and storing- lndexing requires classification of the reusable
.components so that they can be easily searched when looking for a component for reuse. The
components need to be stored in a Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) or an
Object-Oriented Database System (ODBMS) fpr efficient access when the number of
components becomes large.

Component searching- The programmers need to search for riglrt componertts matching
their requiiements in a database of cdponenx. To be able to search cohponents efficiently,
the programmers require a proper method to describe the componellts that they are lookirtg
for.

Component understanding- The programmers need a precise and sufficiently cornplete
understanding of what the''component does to be able to decide whether they can reuse the
component. To facilirate understanding, the components should be well documented and
should do sornething simple.

Component adaptation- Often, the components may need adaptation before they can be
reused, since a selected component may not exactly. fit the problem at hand. ,However,
tinkering with the code is also not a satisfactory solution because tliis is very likely to be a
source ofbugs.
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Domain Analysis
The aim of domain analysis is to identiff the'reusable components'for a problem domain.
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Analysis of the application domain, is required to identifi, the
reusable components. The actual construction of reusable components for a domain is calted
domain engineering.
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REUSE APPROACH
Components

Classification

,.

:

=

'

Components need to be properly classified in order to develop an effeclive indexing and storage
scheme. Hardware reuse has been very iuccessful. Hardwaie components are classified using a

multilevel hierarchy. At the lowest level, the components are described in several forms: natural
language description, Iogic schema, timing information. etc. The higher the level at which a
component'is described, the more is the ambiguity. This has motivated the Prieto-Diaz's
classification scheme.

Prieto-Diaz's classification scheme: Each component is best described using a number of
different characteristics or facets. For example, obj-cts can be classified using the following:
Searching- The domain repository may contain,thou=sands of reuse items. A popr:lar search
teihnique ftat has proved to be very''effe&ive is one thdt provides a web interface to the
repository. Using such a web interface, one would search an item using an approximate
automated search using key words, and then from these results do a browsing using the links
provided to look up related items. The approxidate automated search locates products that
appearto fulfill some of the specified requirements. The items located through the approximate
search serve as a starting point for browsing the repository. These serve as the starting point for
browsing the repository. The developer may,follow links to other products until a sufficiently
good match is found. Browsing is done using the keyword-to-keyword, keyword-to-product. and
links. These links help to locate additional products and compare their
Tod:ct-to-ryoduct
detailed attributes. Finding a satisfactorily item from the repository may require several loiations
of approximate searclt followed by browsing, With each iteration, the developer would get a
better understanding of the available products and their differences. However, we must
remember that the items to be searched may be componentS; desi$ns,,models, requiiembnts, and
even knowledge.
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assessed can be counter productive. Negative experiences tend

to dissolve the hust in the entire

reuse framework.

Application generator -The problem- oriented la:rguages are known as applicalion genorators.
Application generators translate specifications into application programs" The specification is
usually written using 4GL. The specification might also in a visual form. Application generator
can be applied successftllly to flata iprocessing application, user interface, and compiler
development.

Advantages of application generators
Application generators have significant advantages over simple parameterized programs. The
biggest of these is that the application generators can express the variant information in an
appropriate language rather than being restricted to function parameters, natned constants, or
tables. The other advantages include fewer erors, easier to maintain, substantially reduced
development effort, and the fact that one need not bother about the irnplementation details.

Shortcomings of application generators
Application generators are handicapped when it is necessary to support some new concepts.o{
f,eatures. Application generators aqe les,p successful with the development of applications with
close interaction with hardware such as real-tirne systems,

Achieving organization-level ieuse requires adoption of the following steps:
. Assessing a product's potential for reuse
. Refining products for greater reusability
:
. Entering the product in the reuse repository
Assessing a product's potential for reus.e. Assessment of components reuse potential
can be obtained frorn an analysis of a quesiionnaire circulated anlong the developers. The
questionnaire aan be devised to access a componentrs reusabilrty. The programmers
working in similar apnlication domain can be used to arswer the questionnaire about the
prodr"i, reusability. Depending on the answers given by the programmers, either the
component be taken up for reuse as it is, it is modified,and refined before it is entered
into the reuse repository, or it is ignored. A sample questionnaire to assess a component's
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reusability isthe following.
:. . I:s the component's functionalify re.quir

.......d

for implementation of systems in

the

future?

. How common is the co-ponent's function within its domain?,'
. Would there be a duplication of functions within the dornain if the component is
taken up?
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Can we parameterize a non-reusable component so that it becomes reusable?
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Fig. 41.1: lmproving reusability of a component by using a portability interfaCe
Factors that inhibit an effective reuse program

'In spite of all the shortcomings of th.e state-of-the-a* reuse techniques, it is the experience of
several organizations that most of the factors inhibiting an effective reuse program are nontechnical. Sorne of these factors are the following.
o Need for commitment from the top management.
o Adequate documentation to support reuse,
e Adequate incentive to reward those who reuse, Both the people contributing new reusable
and those reusing the existing components should be rewarded to start a
reuse program and keep it goi.ng.
. Providing access to and information about reusable components. Orgauizations are ofte.n
hesitant to provide an open access to the reuse repository for the fear of the reuse
cornponents finding a way to their competitors
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